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The	Problem:

• Physician	shortage	
• Physician	burnout	
• Medical	errors	
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Aging	baby	boomers	
and	the	millions	of	
newly	insured	people	
are	expected	to	tax	
the	medical	profession	
in	coming	years
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The	Problem:

• Physician	shortage
• Physician	burnout	
• Medical	errors	

Medical	
Errors
251k
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Causes	of	death,	US,	2013



An	Opportunity	for	AI
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Figure 1: Visualization of selected regularization penalties. Dashed violet lines denote level sets for the loss
function when features are perfectly correlated; red dots are the optimal points for each feasible region. A large
feasible region (level sets with large labeled values) corresponds to a small �. (a) The naïve penalty (� = 0.5)
favors ✓D\K as the feasible region grows. (b) EYE consistently favors ✓K. (c) When r = 0.5, EYE produces
a contour plot similar to elastic net. Setting r = 0.5 represents a situation in which two features i and j are
equally "known" and perfectly correlated. In this setting, ✓̂i = ✓̂j (i.e., highly correlated known factors have
similar weights) (d) When the design matrix is orthonormal, EYE, elastic net, and LASSO will set features with
small ordinary least squares solution to exactly 0. In contrast, ridge is dense.

3.3 The Expert Yielded Estimates (EYE) Penalty129

To address this sensitivity to the choice of hyperparameter, we propose the EYE penalty which is130

obtained by fixing a level curve of q and scaling it for different contour levels. The trick is to force the131

slope of level curve in the positive quadrant to approach �1 as ✓D\K approaches 0. Note that since132

q is symmetric around both axes, we can just focus on one "corner". That is we want the "corner"133

on the right of the level curve to have a slope of �1 so that ✓̂ hits it in the perfectly correlated case.134

In fact, as long as �1  the "corner" slope  0, we achieve what we want. In the extreme case of135

slope 0 (� = 1), we do not penalize ✓K at all. However, using a slope with a magnitude smaller than136

1 assumes that features in K are much more relevant than other features, which is not the purpose of137

credibility. We do not wish to bias ✓̂K towards larger values if the solution is inconsistent with the138

data. Keeping the slope as �1 minimizes the effect of our prejudice while maintaining the desirable139

properties. Casting our intuition mathematically yields the EYE penalty:140

eye(x) = inf

8
<

:t > 0 | x 2
(
tx | q(x) = �

2

1� �

)9
=

; (1)

where t is a scaling factor to make EYE homogeneous and the inner set defines the level curve to fix.141

Note that � only scales the EYE penalty, thus can rewrite the penalty as:142

eye(✓) = k(1� r)� ✓k1 +
q

k(1� r)� ✓k21 + kr � ✓k22 (2)

Derivations of (1) and (2) are included in the Appendix. Figure 1b shows the contour plot of EYE143

penalty (note that the optimal solution for each level set occurs at the "corner" as desired).144
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Alzheimer’s	
Disease Diabetes

Graft	Versus	
Host	Disease Cystic	Fibrosis

Healthcare-associated
Infections

An	Opportunity	for	AI



We	lack	an	
effective	clinical	
tool	for	measuring	

patient	risk	

Bacteria	that	takes	
over	the	gut

CLOSTRIDIUM
DIFFICILE
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Leverage	the	contents	of	the	electronic	health	records	(EHR)	to	
learn	accurate	models	for	predicting	C.	diff	infections	(CDI)

Our	Data-Centric	Approach

Increasing	
Risk

features:	d=4,836
study	population:	n=191,014

• AUROC=0.82	(95%	0.80-0.84)
• predicted	CDI	5	days	in	advance

Applied	to	UM

[JW,	JG,	EH;	JMLR 2016]		
[JO,MM,…,	JW; ICHE 2018]
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Where	do	we	go	from	here?

[Yeung	et	al.,	NEJM	2018]
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Collect	more	data
-using	ambient	sensing	
technologies

Greater	UtilityHigher	Accuracy



Where	do	we	go	from	here?
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Key	characteristics	for	safe	
and	meaningful	adoption

• Accurate
à the	model	gets	it	right

• Credible	(trustworthy)
à agree,	in	part,	with	what	is	known

• Robust	
à adapt	to	changes	over	time	&	pop.	

• Actionable
à how	to	reduce a	patient’s	risk

[JW,	ES;	CID	2017]



We	need	domain	expertise
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domain	
expertise

[MM,	JG,	JW; AAAI	2018]

[JW,	JO,	HW,	JW; KDD 2018]

[PS,…,	JW;MLHC 2018]

• Accurate
à the	model	gets	it	right

• Credible	(trustworthy)
à agree,	in	part,	with	what	is	known

• Robust	
à adapt	to	changes	over	time	&	pop.	

• Actionable
à how	to	reduce a	patient’s	risk



known

unknown✓

✓

expert	knowledge
r 2 {0, 1}d

✓̂ = argmin
✓

L(✓, X,y) + �J(✓, r)J(✓) = k(1� r)� ✓k1 +
q

k(1� r)� ✓k21 + kr � ✓k22

Incorporating	domain	expertise	
about	known risk	factors

• favors	a	solution	that	is	sparse	in	set	
of	unknown	&	dense	in	known
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[JW,	JO,	HW,	JW;	KDD	2018]

• increased	credibility	and	
increased	robustness
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What	can	we	do?
• prevent	or	delay	(type		2)
• manage	(type	1	and	2)

DIABETES

30.3	MILLION

$245	BILLION
50% increased	risk	

of	deathdiabetics

total	medical	costs	and	lost	work	wages

TYPE 1

TYPE 2

Body	doesn’t	make
enough	insulin

Body	can’t	use insulin	
properly
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Lauren,	PhD	Student,	Type	I

Continuous	Glucose	Monitor:	Feb- Mar

Continuous	Glucose	Monitor:	Mar	– Apr

Avg.	glucose	
144	mg/dl

Std.	dev.	
42	mg/dl

Avg.	glucose	
125	mg/dl

Std.	dev.	
31	mg/dl

12am 12pm

12pm12am
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AI	for	Automated	Blood	Glucose	Control

[IF,	RP,	LA,	JW;	KDD	2018]
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Closed	loop	system	
• predict	and	deliver	appropriate	

amount	of	insulin
• patient	specific	predictions

Requirement	– generate	good	forecastsUltimate	goal	- artificial	pancreas

increases	in	blood	glucose

decreases	in	
blood	glucose



AI	– augmenting current	clinical	practice

Critical	need for	AI	for	health:
• Reduce	costs	and	medical	errors	– clinical	decision	support
• Increase	global	access	–mobile	applications	and	telehealth

Domains	where	ML	algorithms	
excel

Domains	where	humans	excel

[AE,	et	al.,	Nature	2017]

To	improve	health	– we	need	both
Jenna
Wiens	


